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ABSTRACT
Rip currents are an emerging public health hazard, with the potential to have serious socioeconomic impacts on coastal communities globally. Rip currents, colloquially known as rips, are common
along the north shore of Prince Edward Island, and are associated with a transverse bar and rip
morphology that tends to develop as the bars migrate landward following winter storms. The rip
morphology tends to develop at the height of the economically important tourist season. Several
drownings have occurred within and adjacent to Prince Edward Island National Park (PEINP) in recent
years, and they have been attributed to rip currents at or near the primary access points to the beach.
Whether someone drowns or is in need of rescue depends on a complex interplay between the physical
presence of the rip, the management of the specific beach and the perceptions of the beach user. This
study is the first to examine the relationship amongst the presence and location of rips, beach user
intentions and behaviour, and the lifeguard-defined hazard level. Beach user surveys were administered
over a four-week period at the popular tourist beaches of Cavendish Beach and Brackley Beach within
PEINP, with an objective to analyze the spatial and temporal variation of beach users with respect to
their understanding of the rip hazard, warnings posted by the lifeguards and quasi-permanent rips at the
sites. Results suggests that the intention of a beach user to be safe at the beach may not accurately
reflect their actions. Many beach users surveyed in this study did not pay attention to beach warnings
and appear to be influenced by other factors that confirmed their assumption that the beach was safe.
Those who did not observe the sign tended to sit further away from the access point compared to those
who saw the signs. Tourists were also found to be at higher risk of needing rescue or drowning caused
by rip currents due to their lack of rip knowledge and their inability to recall the location and colour of
warning flags and rip signage. Further research into the correspondence of beach user perception,
lifesaving strategies and rip currents can help reduce the number of drownings related to rip currents
and other surf hazards through the effective deployment of lifesaving strategies and increase public
confidence in rip hazard predictions.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Introduction
Rip currents are powerful, narrow channels of fast-moving water capable of pulling swimmers
into deeper water offshore (see Short & Hogan, 1994; MacMahan et al., 2006; Brander, 2015; Castelle et
al., 2016). Rip currents, colloquially known as rips or riptides, occur on beaches when there is an
alongshore variation in waves breaking alongshore due to the bathymetry of the nearshore bars, hard
structures (e.g. groynes and jetties), interacting wave trains or framework geology (Houser et al., 2020).
With speeds reaching in excess of 2 m s-1, rips are able to pull even strong swimmers out into deeper
water (Short and Hogan, 1994). While local and regional differences in record keeping and the
decentralized nature of mortality records make it difficult to get accurate incident reports for rescues
and drownings involving rip currents, it is suspected that rip currents are responsible for a majority of
rescues and fatalities on beaches around the world (see Brander & MacMahan, 2011; Dalrymple et al.,
2011; Houser et al., 2017; Brewester et al., 2018). Specifically, it is suspected that rip currents account
for up to 80% of drowning deaths and rescues (Luschine, 1991; MacMahan et al., 2006; Miloshis &
Stephenson, 2011; Leatherman, 2012; Brewster et al., 2019). The social and economic impact of
drownings and rescues makes rips a public health issue globally.
Rip currents are prevalent along most coasts in Canada, but there has been no study to
determine how many drownings and rescues are associated with rips. According to a Red Cross (2013)
study, the number of drownings believed to be associated with rip currents are approximately 44 per
year in Canada (Red Cross, 2013), which is relatively high compared to the estimate of 100 per year in
the United States (National Lifesaving Statistics Report, 2012). Brighton et al. (2013) argue that the rip
current hazard is largely underestimated and typically misattributed to being out of depth or an
undertow. According to Dave Benjamin of the Great Lakes Surf Rescue Project (pers. Comm. in
Vlodarchyk et al., 2018), approximately 33% of all drownings on the Great Lakes are caused by
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dangerous currents including rip currents. In this respect, surf drownings are typically used as a proxy for
rip current related drownings. The 2019 Lifesaving Society Canadian Drowning Report estimates that
there are an average of 450 drowning deaths per year in Canada (see also Buick et al., 2014; Clemens et
al., 2016). It is suggested that most drownings occurred near large population centers and most
drownings involved young males between 10 and 30 years old (pers. Comm. in Vlodarchyk et al., 2018)
Results of a beach and shoreline morphological survey and data from the Michigan Sea Grant (2018)
GLCID suggest that drownings in rip currents may be underestimated, and suggests the number of
drownings may increase in the future. In 2018, Prince Edward Island (PEI) and Newfoundland and
Labrador had the two highest rates of drowning per 100,000 people of the Canadian provinces, with NL
at 2.11 per 100,000 and PEI at 3.19 per 100,000 (Figure 1). Based on media reports, the PEI drownings in
2018 are believed to be associated with rip currents and were either at or adjacent to Cavendish and
Brackley Beaches, two of the most popular beaches on the island that are within the Prince Edward
Island National Park (PEINP) system (Figure 2). Other publicized rescues or near drownings were also
associated with rips and were within the same area on the north shore of PEI.
4
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Figure 1: Unintentional Water-Related Fatalities by Province 2014-2018. Source: Lifesaving Society
Canadian Drowning Report 2015-2019
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Figure 2: Media clipping from two drownings 2018 and highly publicized incident involving a rip
current in 2017.
With a high percentage of drownings potentially associated with rip currents in marine and large
lake environments, there is a need to develop a national lifesaving strategy that could also be included
in provincial curriculums. While other countries have implemented campaigns to provide beach safety
education, such as the “Break the Grip of the Rip” campaign in the United States (Cary & Rogers, 2005;
Houser et al., 2017), Canada has no national program. There is no focus in the Canadian curriculum nor
any national programs that directly discuss rip currents or other surf hazards that may result in
drownings and rescues. Though Canada has begun to provide water safety lessons through the “Swim to
Survive” program by the Lifesaving Society, the program focuses on how to roll, tread, and swim in
water rather than open water safety instructions. The “Swim to Survive” program is not nationally
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known, nor does it have a physical presence of beaches. The program is not mandatory, but rather is
offered as a program in which grade three and seven students can participate in.

1.2 Rip Current Morphodynamics
Rips are driven by the action of breaking waves and are part of a continuum of nearshore
currents that include alongshore meandering currents and currents that are controlled by the angle of
wave incidence and the alongshore variability of the nearshore morphology. Specifically, rips are
generated by alongshore variable waves breaking across a wide surf zones and develop as seawarddirected flows with velocities ranging between 0.5-2 m s-1 (Longuet-Higgins & Stewart, 1964; MacMahan
et al., 2006; Brander, 2015). They are often associated with variations in the nearshore bathymetry, with
rips developing in channels incised into sand bars leading to waves breaking over the bar and limited
waves breaking over the channel (Gallop et al., 2016). Rip models were originally thought to involve the
onshore mass transport of water due to breaking waves to form two converging longshore feeder
currents, creating a fast-flowing rip neck through the surf zone before decelerating and dissipating as an
expanding rip head seaward of the surf zone (Houser et al., 2020). Field measurements, modelling and
physical studies suggest that rip circulation tends to be confined to the surf zone and associated with
semi-enclosed vortices (Reniers et al., 2009; Kennedy and Thomas, 2004; Castelle et al., 2010,
MacMahan et al., 2010b). In contrast, the idealized model of a rip circulation has important implications
for effective beach safety measures as the strength and rotational sign of the rip circulation is
determined by the alongshore gradients in breaking wave energy dissipation (Brander and MacMahan,
2011; Houser et al., 2020) (Figure 3). A swimmer that is stuck in a circulating rip may not know which
direction the current is flowing, meaning that swimming parallel to shore may not always be the best
exit strategy. Beach users should be aware of the two main methods of escaping a rip current, and both
should be advertised on all public beaches. While almost all rip current signage includes the ‘swim
parallel to shore’ escape strategy, many do not include the ‘stay afloat’ strategy. If a beach user is not a
4

strong swimmer, becomes exhausted, or cannot figure out which way the current is flowing, the stay
afloat strategy allows swimmers to float for several minutes, which limits the energy used and lessens
the sense of panic.

Figure 3: Vortical flow driven circulation driven in the nearshore by alongshore variation in breaking wave
height (from Houser et al, 2020).
Castelle et al. (2016) classified rips as: 1) boundary rips that develop along structures such as
groins and piers; 2) bathymetric rips that develop by wave breaking over nearshore morphology; and 3)
hydrodynamic rips that develop by waves breaking in the absence of morphological variations or a
lateral boundary (Figure 4). The type of rip that develops depends on the climate and the local geology.
In the Great Lakes, rips tend to be associated with natural headlands or the presence of large groins or
harbor jetties, although bathymetric rips are common at drowning hotspots (Vlodarchyk et al., 2018).
Along the Atlantic coast of Canada and the United States, rips tend to be bathymetrically controlled and
are often transverse bar and rip nearshore morphology, similar to those in Florida (Houser et al., 2013)
and Texas (Houser et al., 2017). A transverse bar and rip morphology is sufficient to create an
alongshore variation in wave dissipation to drive the rip current over a wide range of wave and tide
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conditions. The rips speed varies with water level, wave conditions, and morphology, with the fastest
current generally occurring at low tide as wave breaking intensifies (Brander, 1999; Gallop et al., 2016).

Figure 4: Classification model of rip systems modified from Houser et al. (2020)
A transverse bar and rip morphology develops as the innermost bar migrates landward and
begins to develop a 3-dimensinoal morphology (Figure 5a). The onshore migration of the bar is in fact
driven by the rip current, with the wave breaking onshore the flow moves sediment landward and the
rip current moves water back offshore in place of the bed-return flow (i.e. undertow) that is capable of
moving the bar offshore. The bar moves offshore, and the rip is destroyed during a “reset” storm. In
many places, the bars migrate onshore with relatively low-wave energy each summer and are reset by
winter storms that move the bars offshore.

Figure 5: Transverse bar and rip morphology from Houser et al. (2020).
6

1.3 Risk to Swimmers and Escape Strategies
As noted, rips can have speeds in excess of 2 m s¯¹ (Brander and Short 2000; Miloshis et al.,
2011), capable of carrying even strong swimmers a significant distance away from the shoreline. A
swimmer caught in a rip is swept away from shore into deeper waters, and they are not pulled under the
water as many people believe (Gallop et al., 2016). The belief that rips pull people underwater is
associated with the behavior and physical response of the person caught in the rip, where most try to
find the bottom with their feet putting them in a vertical position that leads to water getting in their
mouth and their head going underwater with each wave and as they become exhausted. Swimmers
often attempt to swim back to shore and put themselves at risk for drowning due to fatigue (Brander et
al., 2011; Bradstreet et al., 2014; NOAA, 2018). This often makes swimmers act on poor decisions due to
their increased adrenaline leading to an increased heart rate, rise in blood sugar, and redirected blood
flow that reduces the abilities of higher cortical functions in the brain responsible for logical thinking
(LeDoux, 1996, Brander et al., 2011). Fatigue and panic impair the ability of swimmers to think logically
and rationally, which makes it difficult for them to effectively evaluate their situation and escape the rip
unaided (Brander et al., 2011; Drozdzewski et al., 2015).
The ‘Break the Grip of the Rip’ campaign in the United States instructs beach users to swim
parallel to shore if caught in a rip current through signs and a coordinated outreach program that
includes Rip Current Awareness Week in the United States. While the ‘swim parallel’ approach has been
a long-adopted rip current safety tip (Brander et al., 2011; Mccaroll et al., 2014), swimmers caught in a
‘circular’ rip current would have difficulty finding the correct direction to swim due to the circulation
cells not always being symmetrical (Mccaroll et al., 2014). Based on the physical nature of the rip
circulation, Brander and MacMahan (2011) suggest the addition of a ‘Stay Afloat’ strategy to take
advantage of the circulation that typically brings someone back to shore (Castelle et al., 2016). This
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technique lessens the amount of energy needed to escape a rip which reduces the risk of drowning due
to fatigue, but it can be difficult for people to remain calm and float back to safety.

1.4 Vulnerability
Morgan et al. (2009) presented evidence to suggest that rip current drownings were also
associated with gender, age, alcohol consumption, and overconfidence in swimming ability. Data from
the Lifesaving Society (2018) suggests that males account for 80% of all drownings in Canada (see also
Red Cross, 2013). This is consistent with studies across Australia, Costa Rica, and Canada (Franklin et al.,
2010; Arozarena et al., 2015; Vlodarchyk et al.,2018) where males account for a majority of drownings
and rescues. This could be due to college-aged males tending to engage in more risky behaviour, guided
by peer pressure and sensation-seeking (Rolison & Scherman, 2003; Menard et al., 2018), and an overconfidence from having past-experience on the lakes (Lapinkski and Viken, 2014). Research has shown
subjects are more drawn to select a spot on the beach near a rip, based on the presence of members of
the opposite sex (Sotes et al., 2018; Trimble & Houser, 2018). Evidence from Branche et al. (2001)
suggests the number of drownings is dependent on the presence of lifeguards and independent of
beach-goers characteristics – evident by drownings data that states only 1% of water related fatalities in
Canada occurred in areas supervised by lifeguards (Clemens et al., 2016; Lifesaving Society, 2018). The
number of drownings is also dependent on the efficiency of national education programs (Brander et al.
2011; Houser et al. 2017) and the design of beach access points (Barrett and Houser, 2012; Houser et al.,
2015; Trimble and Houser, 2017).
Knowledge and experience at a beach can also put beach users at risk. Williamson et al. (2012)
found that tourists were three times more likely to make unsafe swimming choices compared to
residents. In Costa Rica, drownings tend to be associated with tourists or young males from the city of
San Jose that is ~2 hours from the popular Jaco Beach (Arozarena et al., 2015; Llopis et al., 2017).
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Tourists may not be familiar with the beach and assume it to be ‘safe’ and may not be able to interpret
or pay attention to the warnings, and the in-country visitors from San Jose may not have local
knowledge of the beaches or strong swimming abilities. The age distribution for Costa Rica is similar to
that of Canada, where the most drownings are associated with people between the ages of 55 and 59
years as well as those between the ages of 20 and 24 (Lifesaving Society, 2018). More locally, Indigenous
peoples display to be more at risk of drowning than non-Indigenous Canadian residents accounting for
~10% of all drowning fatalities in Canada. While flag systems and lifeguards may be present at public
beaches, it is unknown if beach users are aware of the dangers of the beach they are visiting. Previous
data collected through an online survey in support of this study suggest that only 17% of beach users
can correctly identify a rip current in a photograph. Similar rip current surveys that have focused on
beach user ability to spot a rip have occurred in the United States (Caldwell et al., 2013; Brannstrom et
al., 2014; 2015; Houser et al., 2017), Costa Rica (Arozarena et al. ,2015; Brannstrom & Houser, 2015) and
Australia (Hatfield et al., 2012). Most respondents reported that they are aware of the hazard rip
currents pose and were confident in their ability to spot a rip but were unable to identify a rip presented
to them in a photograph or video. Most beach user participants incorrectly identify areas of breaking
waves as the most hazardous swimming conditions (Caldwell et al. 2013; Brannstrom et al. 2014),
leading to a greater risk of getting caught in a rip due to false identification. A rip can be spotted on a
beach as a combination of darker channel of water, a gap in breaking waves with suspended sediments
extending seaward and pronounced cuspate rip current embayment along the shoreline (Figure 6).
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b)

a)

Figure 6: a) Rip current at Cavendish Beach, PEI; b) Rip current at Playa Hermosa, Costa Rica. Photos by
SL and CH.

1.5 Action Versus Intention
Most research on rip currents as a hazard depend on surveys involving questions about
participant intentions regarding beach safety and avoidance of dangerous surf. In these cases, the
respondent is more likely to reply based on what they think is the right answer and not how they will
really behave at the beach (Menard et al., 2018). The intention-behaviour gap is well established in
psychology and has been identified as a concern in several survey-based rip studies (Caldwell, 2013;
Brannstrom et al., 2015a, Menard et al., 2018, etc). The Oxford Dictionary defines an action as “the
process of doing something to achieve an aim” while perception is “a way of regarding, understanding,
or interpreting something; a mental impression”. Intuitively we think that perception precedes action,
but we also know that action moulds perception (Jaswal, 2016) and that the action of others (at the
beach) can dominate our perceptions of safety (Menard et al., 2018). Sheeran (2002) found in his metaanalysis that the correlation (r) between intentions and later behaviours is 0.53, meaning that intentions
may only account for 28% of the variance in people’s behaviour. Distraction and temptation contribute
to the gap between intentions and behaviour due to inclined abstainers – those who intend to behave in
a certain way but don’t in the end (Sheeran, 2002). An example would be someone who states that they
will modify their actions based on warnings about the rip hazard but behave in a manner that is
10

independent and even contrary to those warnings. As shown by Brannstrom et al. (2013), more than
half of respondents at beaches in Texas said that they would modify their behavior if they had observed
a warning sign, but in fact had ignored the warning signs and flags as they entered the beach.
Confirmation bias also represents an important position when understanding beach safety,
specifically when travelling in groups. Houser et al. (2016) noted that students were aware of beach
hazards, but selected beaches based on peer influence. Groups of beach users, commonly young adults,
are more likely to participate in risky behaviours due to peer participation and perceived benefits
(Rolison & Scherman, 2003; Trimble & Houser, 2018). Confirmation bias “connotes the seeking or
interpreting of evidence in ways that are partial to existing beliefs, expectations, or a hypothesis in
hand” (Nickerson, 1998). This bias may affect beach behaviour in different ways, such as those who
already decided to enter the water searching for others in the water as evidence that it is safe to enter
(Menard et al., 2018). A recent study by Houser et al. (2019) shows that beach users at Pensacola Beach,
Florida ignore lifeguard warnings if they perceive conditions to be safe based on the behavior of others
or their own past experience. More drownings and rescues occurred when conditions appeared to be
safe (green flag) but the lifeguards believed that caution was warranted (yellow flag)- the beach users
believed their own perceptions and experience over that of the trained lifeguard. As outlined by Menard
et al. (2018), confirmation can influence beach user behavior based on the actions of others at the
beach, past experience at that beach or another beach, experience with previous ‘false’ warnings, and
lack of physical barriers (i.e. large waves). In short, past research on the rip hazard suggests that beach
users do not behave in a way consistent with the known or perceived hazards at the beach. This is partly
driven by the reward of going to the beach and the costs associated with travel and accommodations- it
is a cost to the beach user to heed the warning and not enter the water.
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1.6 Beach Flags and Lifeguards
There is no global beach safety or lifesaving strategy. Countries with a national lifesaving
program have created their own strategies to limit the number of drownings and rescues through a
combination of lifeguard programs, communication strategies, rip current signs posted at beaches and
flagging systems. Depending on the country, a different combination of colours and flags are used to
represent: (1) the location of lifeguards, (2) the safe swimming boundary, and (3) guidance on beach
hazards including rip currents. The International Life Saving Federation recommends beaches to use
colored flags (green, yellow, and red) to indicate a low, moderate or high hazard level (World Health
Organization, 2014). However, in Australia, New Zealand, the UK, and South Africa, red and yellow flags
designate a supervised swimming area. In Costa Rica, these flags are sometimes used to identify the
exact location of a rip current or hazardous area (Arozarena et al., 2015) or can be used to identify safe
swimming zones. A national strategy has now been established in Costa Rica with the formation of a
national lifesaving program based directly on the rip current research associated with the University of
Windsor Coastal Research Group.
To be effective, a flagging system must be managed by lifeguards who are continuously
monitoring swimmers as well as changing surf conditions. An effective flagging system depends on a
well-developed and local understanding of the rip hazard by the lifeguards. However, not every beach
can be monitored by lifeguards or controlled by flags, some of which can be close and accessible near
popular beach destinations. As previously noted, only 1% of water related fatalities in Canada occurred
in areas supervised by lifeguards (Clemens et al., 2016; Lifesaving Society, 2018).

1.7 Beach Access Management
Beach access management plays a major role in beach user perceptions relative to beach
hazards. Recent evidence presented by Trimble and Houser (2018) suggests that engineering structures
12

and landscape design can affect the risk of drowning and rescue. Specifically, the design and location of
an access point to a beach can significantly increase the risk. At Pensacola Beach in 2010, the rips that
typically develop during the summer tourist season aligned with the primary access points from parking
lots and hotels, leading to a greater concentration of beach users sitting and entering the water at the
rips (Houser et al., 2015). Along the entire length of Santa Rosa Island, beach access points were placed
where the foredune was relatively small and the construction of a parking lot would have limited
ecological impact (Barrett and Houser, 2012). However, the dune was small because the nearshore and
beach were in a transverse bar and rip morphology that does not promote the development of large
dunes- the access points are at the most rip-prone points on the island. Similarly, the majority of
drownings and rescues at Jaco Beach in Costa Rica occur at the primary access points for the community
and private hotels, which tend to be associated with river outflows and are prone to development of
rips (Llopis et al., 2018). This is an example of confirmation bias, in which beach users assumed that
access points and hotels are placed at ‘safe’ locations on the beach (Menard et al., 2018).
In PEI, the primary access points for Cavendish Beach and Brackley Beach are located at a
location where rips are common through the summer period. Warning signs and flags at these access
points are intended to warn beach users of the rip and other surf hazards and take note of rip escape
strategies, but as previously noted they are not necessarily observed or heeded (see Brannstrom et al.,
2014). Despite warnings, beach users tend to select convenient locations to swim at or close to the
access points (see Caldwell et al., 2013; Houser et al., 2015) or make their decision based on where
others are swimming (Sherker et al. 2010; Sotes et al., 2018; Trimble & Houser, 2018). This suggests that
design nudges may be a more effective strategy to reduce drownings and rescues compared to flags and
signs alone, although lifeguards are the most effective at reducing the risk on a beach.
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1.8 Research Gaps
While there is an increasing number of published research articles on social and behavioral
dimensions of the rip hazard, there remains far fewer papers in this area compared to papers focused
on the physical aspects of the rip hazard. What is common to recent studies of the social and behavioral
dimensions of the rip hazard are questions about the validity and generalizability of their findings.
Studies that use visual materials such as rip images and videos (e.g., Sherker et al. 2010; Brannstrom et
al. 2014) are subjective, and it is difficult to find a picture that is not leading (i.e. rip in the center),
purposely difficult (rip to the far side) or at an angle appropriate for the view of a beach user. It can also
be difficult to find images of rip currents and landscapes that are appropriate for the area in which the
survey was completed. But even if a respondent can identify a rip current in a photograph (for right or
wrong reasons; Brannstrom et al., 2013), this does not mean that they will be able to identify a rip in the
prototype. Evidence from Caldwell et al. (2013) also suggests that there may be differences in the
perception and action of local beach users and tourists, but this has not been explored in sufficient
detail even though tourists may be at greater risk (Williamson et al., 2012).

1.9 Purpose and Objectives
The purpose of this research is to quantify the spatial correspondence of beach users and their
knowledge of rip currents and other beach hazards, relative to the location of rip currents at popular
tourist beaches (Brackley and Cavendish) along the north coast of PEI. The specific objectives of the
study are to:
1. Examine the spatial distribution of beach users at Brackley Beach and Cavendish Beach to
determine any statistically significant relationships between their demographics, knowledge
level of beach safety and the lifeguard defined hazard level.
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2. Determine the relation between tourists and rip current knowledge, as well as their ability to
observe and retain beach safety information.
3. Determine best beach management practices to allow beach users to view and retain flags and
warning signs.
4. Examine the relation amongst the presence and location of rip currents and the spatial
distribution of beach users.
5. Observe and analyze beach user intentions versus their actions after they settle on the beach.
The results of this study can be used to provide guidance to implement, improve or enhance existing
beach safety material at PEI and all other beaches across the world. This study identifies the type and
format of pre-trip information that will assist in reducing the number of rip-related fatalities while also
determining best beach management practices to allow beach users to view and retain flag and warning
signs.
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2. Study Site
This study took place at Cavendish Beach and Brackley Beach, located on the north shore of Prince
Edward Island (PEI), within the Prince Edward Island National Park (PEINP). Data was collected from July
4th to July 28th in 2019 in two week increments at each beach, subject to weather. Both sites had one
main access point for visitors, although Cavendish Beach opened a new boardwalk/access point on July
18th during the middle of data collection at that site (Figure 7).

New access point

a)
Old access point

b)

c)
Figure 7: a) Cavendish from access point one on July 16, 2019 at 12:00; b) Cavendish from access point
on July 25 at 12:00; c) Brackley Beach on July 11 at 14:40.
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2.1 Socioeconomic setting
Cavendish and Brackley Beaches are important tourist destinations in Prince Edward Island, where
the Island saw approximately 1.56 million visitors in 2017. In 2017, estimated tourism expenditures were
$447 million, with well-known events (Cavendish Music Festival, PEI Lobster Festival) and visits to the
home of the late Lucy Maud Montgomery, author of Anne of Green Gables, being important draws for
visitors from around Canada and the world (Economic Development and Tourism PEI, 2018). Many of
the visitors to the island visit one or more beaches on the island, with Brackley Beach being the most
popular followed by Cavendish Beach. Due to its distance to Charlottetown, Brackley is popular amongst
islanders, and the small fishing communities nearby are increasingly dependent on tourism (PEI
Statistics Bureau, 2019).
Although both Cavendish and Brackley Beaches have designated swimming areas patrolled by
lifeguards, they have become areas of concern due to several highly publicized drownings occurring at
or adjacent to these beaches. However, drowning at these beaches is not a new phenomenon- Brackley
Beach was named after a clerk of the PEI legislative council that served the council from 1772 to 1776
who drowned within that section of the park.
Prince Edward Island saw a rate of drowning of 3.2 per 100,000 people in 2018, and consistently
has one of the highest rates per drowning across Canada (Figure 1). Recently, these areas have gained
media attention for becoming an area of concern, where on August 20, 2018 a 43-year-old Quebec man
drowned while swimming off Cavendish Beach on the north shore (Harding, 2017; Yarr, 2018). The year
before, Beth Johnston and her 12-year-old son were caught in a rip current on the north shore near St.
Margaret's, PEI. During an interview with the family, the swimmers described how they were
unexpectedly caught in a rip current after swimming in seemingly calm waters, the day after a strong
electrical storm. The family had been swimming at this location for decades and had never experienced
a rip current. The site, on private property, had no lifeguard present and included a large drop off after
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the sandbar. After approximately 20 minutes of fighting the current, the son had made it back to shore,
but Johnston was still struggling but eventually made it back to shore. That same day, a 52-year-old man
from New Brunswick lost his life due to a rip current, just up the shore from where the Johnston’s had
been caught. The next month, a 43-year-man from Quebec died while swimming just off Cavendish
Beach, after Parks Canada issued a warning about the dangerous surf (Figure 8).

Figure 8: Cavendish Beach (Quebec man drowning), Savage Harbour (New Brunswick drowning), St.
Margaret’s Beach (Near drowning same day as Savage Harbour drowning). Google Earth, 2020.
In the Fall of 2018, the province created the P.E.I. Rip Current Advisory Committee, encompassing
representatives from Parks Canada, the province, first responders, people who specialize in water safety
(including representatives from the University of Windsor), and interested members of the public. One
of the first accomplishments of the Rip Current Advisory Committee was new beach safety signs at
primary access points throughout PEINP (Figure 9). This study is supported in-kind by the Rip
Current Advisory Committee.
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Figure 9: Three-sided warning sign that provides information on rip currents, flag descriptions, and
caution symbols.

2.2 Physical setting
Cavendish is in the central part of the province on the north shore, bordering the Gulf of St.
Lawrence and is part of the Resort Municipality of Stanley Bridge, Hope River, Bayview, Cavendish and
North Rustico. Cavendish Beach is ~8 km in length extending from the entrance to New London Bay in
the west to the red sandstone cliffs at Cavendish East in the east (Figure 10a). The entire beach is
located in the Prince Edward Island National Park and is split into three sections: (1) Cavendish spit, (2)
Cavendish Campground Beach, and (3) Cavendish Main Beach. The site is typically associated with quasipermanent rips through the summer, and preliminary data collected in the Fall of 2018 suggests that the
rips can have speeds of up to 1.3 m s-1. The quasi-permanent rips typically form seaward of the primary
access point where lifeguards are seasonally stationed between June 27th and September 1st. The guard
towers tend to be stationed near rip current hotspots within the designated swimming area.
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Brackley Beach is ~16 km east of Cavendish Beach. It is part of a protected area that stretches 6.7
kilometres from Rustico harbour to Brackley, continuing west to Stanhope and Dalvay (Figure 10b). The
beach also offers camping and accommodations for travellers and is only 20 minutes away from the
capital Charlottetown. Brackley Beach is the largest and most popular beach of the six beach areas that
dot PEI’s north coast. The Gulfshore Parkway runs 10km along the coast parallel to the beach and
meanders over salt marshes and alongside sand dunes. Like Cavendish Beach, Brackley Beach is also
associated with quasi-permanent rips through the summer. The quasi-permanent rips typically form
seaward of the primary access point with lifeguards positioned within these rip hot spots during the
summer months. Feeder channels have also been witnessed directly north of the access point during
this study, forcing lifeguards to change surf flag conditions to a higher hazard level.

Figure 10: Aerial image of a) Cavendish Beach and b) Brackley Beach, Google Earth 2020.
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3. Methodology
3.1 Survey
Surveys were completed at Brackley Beach from July 4th to July 14th and at Cavendish Beach from
July 15th to July 28th. The surveys were recorded offline and downloaded daily into a central database.
The research design, approved by the University of Windsor’s Research Ethics Board (REB), relied on an
internet-based software ‘Agyle Intelligence’ that was provided to the PI (Locknick) from the companies
founder as an in-kind contribution to this study. A series of nine questions were verbally asked to all
participating beach users over 18 years of age. The questions consisted of three groups: (1)
Demographics (e.g. age, residency), (2) Beach Observations (e.g. if they saw any warning signs, what
colour the flag was), and (3) Rip Knowledge (e.g. if they knew what a rip current was). The survey
instrument is provided in Appendix A.
The questions were based on previous surveys completed in Costa Rica (Arozarena et al., 2015),
Texas (Brannstrom et al., 2014; 2015) and Florida (Caldwell et al., 2013). Based on survey flaws
identified by Menard et al. (2018), questions for this study were set up in a way that asks open ended
questions for the beach users to answer after they have already made the decision and observations for
their beach visit (Appendix A). The number of questions was a balance of collecting relevant data to
compare to those studies and meet the objectives of this study, without discouraging participation.
French versions of the survey were available and given to participants via an iPad. The questions that
pertained to the participant’s demographics and general knowledge of beach safety were anonymized.
Field notes were also recorded such as their perceived gender, how many people were with their group,
and where they were travelling from if tourists. This limited the number of questions that the
participants had to answer, giving more time to record surveys.
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3.2 Tracking of People
Each survey location was recorded using a Garmin GPSMAP 64 Worldwide with high-sensitivity GPS
and GLONASS receiver and stored. After each recording, the GPS coordinates in Eastings and Northings
were recorded on the iPad as backup. Each day the coordinates of the access point, lifeguard towers and
accessible mat were recorded. By tracking where the participant sat, a reference can be made pertaining
to their answers (i.e. how close were they to a rip, how far did they sit to the access point/water, how
close they were to the lifeguard towers, etc.). To validate these coordinates, their position was validated
using the panorama recordings and in situ pictures (Figure 7). Field notes were also recorded regarding
the distribution of people such as: how many people were in the water, how many people on the beach,
and how many people were out-of-boundary from the beach. This was to ensure that the participants
had the least amount of questions possible to discourage non-participation.

3.3 Physical Environment Recording
Every thirty minutes measurements of the environment were recorded using a Kestrel 2500NV
Weather Meter. The daily air temperature (°C), wind average (mph), wind direction, and barometric
pressure (in/Hg) was recorded using the Kestrel, and the sand temperature dry (°C), sand temperature
wet (°C), and water temperature (°C), was recorded using an infrared thermometer. Wave data was also
collected using an RBR wave gauge at the furthest offshore anchor for the swimming zone lines. Wave
and tide data was collected every 10 minutes for 12 seconds. The sensor provided information depth
(m), temperature (oC), pressure (deciBars), Td slope (M/hour), significant wave height (m), max wave
(m), average wave (m), 1/10 wave (m) and wave energy (J/m-2) that may influence whether someone
gets in the water or even heads to the beach that day.

3.4 Photo Collection
Campark Trail Cameras were placed on the access points of each beach and recorded daily beach
users with their identities anonymized. The cameras recorded at 1080P with a 120° wide angle lens and
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were situated inside a waterproof case. All cameras were placed with permission from Parks Canada and
required English and French labelling with information about the cameras and study. In an effort to
reduce the chance of stolen property, the cameras were set in locations out of general view, were
physically locked, were not accessible without a passcode, and were taken down each night. The
cameras recorded the general distribution of beach users and were set up to take a photograph every 10
minutes during the study (Figure 11). As backup during the survey collection, a panorama photo was
taken after every environmental recording to ensure no blind-spots in the cameras.

Figure 11: Photograph at Brackley Beach with the Campark Trail Camera, recording temperature, time,
and date.
Once a week, images of the beaches were recorded using a DJI Mavic 2 Pro boasting an OcuSync 2.0
system for 8km 1080p video transmission, Hasselblad L1D-20c camera with 1-inch CMOS sensor, and an
obstacle avoidance system. Images were recorded between 7AM to 8AM to allow for the recording
without beach users being caught in the images. The drone was kept a minimum of 30 meters away
from known sites of sensitivity to wildlife such as nesting and denning areas or any other areas of animal
congregation identified by Parks Canada. All permits and certification were approved by Transport
Canada Regulations and Parks Canada
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4. Results
4.1 Beach Count
A total of 500 surveys were issued, with 307 surveys at Brackley Beach from July 4th to 14th, and
193 surveys from Cavendish Beach from July 15th to 28th (Figure 9). Cavendish had significantly fewer
surveys recorded due to rain events, rejected participation and physical limitations (i.e. illnesses and
heat advisories). A majority of beach users agreed to participate in the study at Brackley Beach (n=304,
or 99%) and Cavendish Beach (n=174, or 90%). A greater proportion of beach users at Cavendish were
tourists (70%) compared to Brackley (41%), the relation between locals and tourists was significant,
X2 (1, N = 480) = 36.1, ρ = <0.01.
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Figure 12: Average number of people on the beach versus number of tourists at a) Brackley and b)
Cavendish
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4.2 Wave and Temperature Data
Over the four weeks of data collection, weather was inconsistent, but did not appear to have a
clear relationship to the number of people (Figure 13a). Specifically, the air temperature and significant
wave heights did not exhibit a clear relationship with the number of people, although there were days
with large wave heights and relatively few people on the beach. Surf flags were posted between working
hours for lifeguards between 10:00 and 18:00, with green marking calm conditions, yellow marking
moderate conditions and red marking dangerous conditions (no swimming) (Table 1). During large wave
periods, a yellow or red surf flag would be posted. However, large waves on July 4th did not deter the
number of people who visited Brackley Beach (first peak shown in Figure 13b).

Figure 13: Number of People versus a) Air Temperature and b) Significant Wave Height. Top border
representing flag colour.
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Table 1: Description of flagging system used in Prince Edward Island to describe surf hazard during hours
of operation (10:00-18:00) for the entire season (June 27th – September 1st).
Flag

Description
Dangerous Surf
No Swimming

Moderate Surf

Calm Surf

Strong Offshore
Winds
-Do Not Use
Inflatables(additional flag)

Number of Days
During Study
1.1 (4.4%)

Total Number of
Days at Cavendish
4.9 (7.3%)

Total Number of
Days at Brackley
6.4 (9.6%)

3.9 (15.6%)

8.2 (12.2%)

9.2 (13.7%)

52.8 (78.8%)

50.8 (75.8%)

20 (80%)

3 (12%)

1 (1.5%)

2 (3%)

4.3 Age
The first question of the survey asked participants their age. Participants were required to be 18
years or older, thus we required age to be the first question as to abide by the research rules. The
average age of participants was 45 years old, with 49.4 years old at Cavendish Beach and 43.3 years old
at Brackley Beach. At Brackley Beach, there was a statistically significant difference in the alongshore
position of beach users based on their ages at the 95% confidence level (F=2.73; ρ =0.03). The ages were
categorized into groups of males and females aged 18-29, 30-39, 40-49, 50-59 and 60 or over (Figure
14). It was observed that participants aged 18-29 sat the furthest west of the access point, and those
aged 40-49 sat the furthest east approximately 29.5 m away. Cavendish Beach had no statistically
significant difference at the 95% confidence level (F=2.18; ρ =0.06(old); F=2.28; ρ =0.06(new)).
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Figure 14: Location of participants based on age at a) Brackley, b) Cavendish (Old), and c) Cavendish
(New)

4.4 Gender
There did not seem to be any significance in gender at either beach, where the majority of
beach users were groups of families with mixed genders (Figure 15). Brackley Beach had no statistically
significant difference in the alongshore position of beach users based on their gender at the 95%
confidence level (t=0.07; ρ =0.94) and had 62.8% female population and 37.3% male population.
Cavendish Beach also had no statistically significant difference in the alongshore position of beach users
based on their gender (t=0.28; ρ =0.38 (old); t=0.9; ρ =0.37 (new)) and had 66.5% female population and
33.5% male population.
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Figure 15: Location of participants based on gender at a) Brackley, b) Cavendish (Old), and c) Cavendish
(New)

4.5 Swimming Ability
In Question 2, beach user participants were asked “How would you rate your open water
swimming ability on a scale from 1- 10, 10 being an exceptional swimmer and 1 being not able to
swim?”. The average swimming ability of beach users was 6.1, where the average at Brackley was 5.9
and Cavendish was 6.2 (Figure 16). Brackley Beach had no statistically significant difference in the
alongshore position of beach users based on their swimming ability at the 95% confidence level (F=0.92;
ρ =0.5). At Cavendish Beach, there was a statistically significant difference in the alongshore position of
beach users based on their swimming ability at the 95% confidence level (F=2.99; ρ =0.04(old); F=2.18;
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ρ =0.03(new)). Those who sat closest to the water were participants who rated themselves 9/10 in their
swimming ability, and those who sat furthest from the water were participants who rated themselves
7/10 in their swimming ability. There was only a 2 m difference between those who rated themselves a
1 and those who rated themselves a 10.

Figure 16: Location of participants based on swimming ability at a) Brackley, b) Cavendish (Old), and c)
Cavendish (New)

4.6 Residency
In Question 3, beach users were asked if they “have lived, or ever have lived, in a coastal city”,
where those who had previously lived in a coastal city (i.e. “Have” in Figure 17) are expected to have
more knowledge on beach hazards due to experience than those who had not (i.e. “Have not” in Figure
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17). At Brackley Beach, it was found that those who have lived in a coastal city were more likely to
correctly define a rip current (72.6%) than those who have not lived in a coastal city. However, Brackley
Beach had no statistically significant difference in the alongshore position of beach users based on
whether they have ever lived in a coastal city (t=1.15; ρ =0.25). It was also found at Cavendish that those
who lived in a coastal city were more likely to correctly define a rip current (60%) than those who did
not live in a coastal city. At Cavendish Beach, there was a statistically significant difference in the
alongshore position of beach users who have lived or currently live in a coastal city at the 95%
confidence level (t=1.7; ρ =0.04(old); t=2.57; ρ =0.01(new)). Those who have lived or currently live in a
coastal city sat approximately 19 m to the west of those who had not.

Figure 17: Location of participants based on their residency at a) Brackley, b) Cavendish (Old), and c)
Cavendish (New)
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4.7 Position of People
The average position of beach users was 3 meters left/right of the boardwalk and 21 meters
towards the shore at Brackley Beach. The average position of the beach users was 15 meters left/right
of the boardwalk and 18 meters towards the shore at Cavendish Beach (Table 2). A majority of beach
users sat within 50 meters of the access point (Figure 18), particularly at Cavendish Beach. Beach users
at Brackley Beach were more likely to sit close to the water north of the boardwalk, closer to the left
lifeguard tower. Beach users at Cavendish were more likely to sit close to the left lifeguard tower,
between the water and boardwalk.
Table 2: Beach users’ average distance (m) from access point and lifeguard towers

Location
Brackley Beach

Cavendish Beach

a)

Avg. Distance from Left
Lifeguard Tower
26

Avg. Distance from
Right Lifeguard Tower
44

Total Distance

E

Avg. Distance
from Boardwalk
3

N

21

9

9

40

E

15

37

1

198

N

18

3

1

64

Dispersion of People

b)

Dispersion of People

c)

327

Dispersion of People

32.1%

49.7%

43.1%

50.3%
67.9%

Within 50m of Access Point

Within 50m of Access Point

Further than 50m from Access Point

Further than 50m from Access Point

56.9%

Within 50m of Access Point
Further than 50m from Access Point

Figure 18: Position of people from access point at a) Brackley July 3-14, b) Cavendish July 15-18, c)
Cavendish July 19-28
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4.8 Lifeguard Reports
The lifeguards maintain daily records of water rescues, first aid treatments, and lost childrenthey do not make a distinction between rescues and assists, which could help determine the cause and
outcome in basic reporting. Based on the 2019 report from Parks Canada, Brackley Beach had 7 water
rescues and Cavendish had 3 water rescues (Figure 19). Due to privacy reasons, data on the specific
incidences could not be shared by Parks Canada. Across all beaches within PEINP, Brackley Beach
accounted for 50% of all water rescues across all locations, and 46% of all first aid responses. Based on
the 2019 reports it was determined that there were 14 rescues across the 7 beaches. Rip currents
accounted for 5 of the rescues at Brackley Beach and 1 location was not noted. Inflatables/SUPs blown
offshore accounted for 5 rescues and 4 rescues were caused by weak/tired swimmers.
8

Brackley
Cavendish
Average

Number of Responses

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Water Rescue

First Aid

Lost Child

Type of Response

Figure 19: Surfguard responses for water rescues, first aid, and lost children with the average from all 7
supervised beaches. Source: 2019 Final Report Prince Edward Island Lifeguards

4.9 Reasoning for Visit
In Question 5 of the survey, participants were asked “Why did you come to the beach today?”.
The responses were categorized based upon the most common answers: day off, close proximity, good
weather, on vacation, tourism, bring kids, to swim, relaxation, get a tan, and tradition. The spatial
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distribution of these responses for both Brackley and Cavendish Beach is presented in Figure 20.
Brackley Beach had no statistically significant difference in the alongshore position of beach users based
on their answer to this question at the 95% confidence level (F=1.39; ρ =0.21). Similarly, there was also
no statistically significant difference in the alongshore position of beach users based on their response
to this question at Cavendish Beach at the 95% confidence level (F=0.89; ρ =0.62(old); F=0.54; ρ
=0.74(new)).

Figure 20: Location of participants based on their reason for coming to the beach at a) Brackley, b)
Cavendish (old) and Cavendish (new).
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4.10 Intention to Sit Alongshore
In Question 7, participants were asked “why did you choose this spot to set up at the beach?”.
The responses were categorized based on the most common answers as: close proximity of the access
point (28%), sitting away from others (27.6%), near the water (13.1%), lifeguard presence (12.9%), close
to others (0.2%) and other (18.2%) (Figure 21). Brackley Beach had no statistically significant difference
in the alongshore position of beach users based on why they decided to sit at their location at the 95%
confidence level (F=0.72; ρ =0.58).
In contrast, at Cavendish there was a statistically significant difference in the alongshore
position of beach users based on why they decided to sit at their location at the 95% confidence level
(F=4.48; ρ=0<.01(old); F=4.69; ρ =0<.01(new)). Participants who selected ‘other’ sat the furthest west,
and those who selected ‘Away from Others’ sat the furthest east, approximately 43.2 m away from each
other.
No statistically significant difference was observed between locals and tourists based on their
reasoning on where they sat at both Brackley Beach (t=-0.74; ρ =0.46) and Cavendish Beach (t=0.37; ρ
=0.48 (old)). t=0.31; ρ =0.75 (new) (Figure 22)).
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Figure 21: Location of participants based on their rationale for position at a) Brackley, b) Cavendish
(Old), and c) Cavendish (New)
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Figure 22: Location of participants based on if they’re locals or tourists at a) Brackley, b) Cavendish (old)
and c) Cavendish (New)

4.11 Beach Perception
In Question 8, participants were asked “what is the most important factor when deciding on a
beach to visit?”, where participants listed proximity (50.6%) and sand quality (25.3%) as the primary
responses at Brackley Beach, and proximity (43.7%) and recommendations (17.8%) as the primary
responses at Cavendish Beach. There was no statistically significant difference in the alongshore position
of beach users at Brackley beach based on their most important factor when deciding on a beach to visit
at the 95% confidence level (F=1.26;  =0.26). Similarly, there was no statistically significant difference in
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the alongshore position of beach users at Cavendish Beach based on their most important factor when
deciding on a beach to visit at the 95% confidence level (F=1.23;  =0.07(old); F=1.67;  =0.09(new)).

Figure 23: Location of participants based on why they came to this beach at a) Brackley, b) Cavendish
(Old), and c) Cavendish (New)

4.12 Rip Current Knowledge
In Question 9, participants were asked “Do you know what a rip current is? If so, describe it.” A
correct definition of a rip current had to include at least one of the definitions listed from 1 to 4 and the
escape strategy listed in 5: (1) current flowing away from shore, (2) a break in waves, (3) dark coloured
water in between waves, (4) a break in the sand bar, and (5) swim parallel to shore to escape or float.
Across both sites, approximately 73% of respondents claimed they knew what a rip current was, but
only 54% of all respondents were able to correctly define a rip (Figure 24). Approximately 59% of locals,
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those who live on Price Edward Island, were correctly able to define a rip current, while only 39% of
tourists could correctly define a rip current. Results of a Chi-squared test suggest that tourists were less
likely to correctly identify a rip current compared to locals X2 (1, N = 304) = 4.9,  = .03. At Cavendish
Beach, tourists also tended to have an incorrect definition of a rip current compared to locals X2 (1, N =
173) = 4.4,  = 0.04.
Across both groups, those who incorrectly defined a rip current commonly associated them
with either undertow (64.6%) or believed that they were a type of wave (12.1%). Example responses
include:
“An undertow that sucks you under the water” Respondent #307
“A high wave” Respondent #22
“Colliding waves” Respondent #40
“When two currents meet and drags you under” Respondent #143
“Washing machine effect on water” Respondent #149
“Something strong that pulls you down” Respondent #444
“Tunnels underwater and you swim with it so it will lead you out” Respondent #377
Beach users who positively defined a rip current defined it as “water flowing away from shore, where
you swim parallel to shore to escape”. Other correct examples included:
“Pulls you away from shore and you need to swim parallel” Respondent #16
“Break in the sandbar and water flows out” Respondent #122
“Looks like a break in waves and goes out” Respondent #286
“Water pulls you out, float if you get tired” Respondent #21
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“Dark water where it looks safe, but swim parallel to the beach not with it” Respondent #56
“Caught in one before on the south shore…pulls you out and you need to swim parallel” Respondent #99
At Brackley Beach and Cavendish Beach there was no statistically significant difference in the alongshore
position of beach users based on their knowledge of rip currents at the 95% confidence level (Brackley
Beach t=1.47; =0.14), (Cavendish Beach t=0.16; =0.88 (old); t=-0.1; =0.92(new)).

Figure 24: Location of participants based on their rip knowledge at a) Brackley, b) Cavendish (Old), and
c) Cavendish (New)

Approximately 48.3% of the respondents that correctly identified a rip current referenced the
rip current signage or news articles as their source of knowledge. However, 13% of participants claimed
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that they saw the warning signs but did not understand the rip current illustrations, and that the
imaging was difficult to translate into a feature that they could observe while on shore. Many beach
users were observed to stop and look at the image for a short period but did not appear to read the text
below with the main infographic.

4.13 Warning Signs
As noted, warning signs are positioned both on the walkway to the beach (at Brackley and
Cavendish (Old) (Figure 25b)), on the beach off the access point (all locations), rip current signage in the
sand during ‘Dangerous Swimming’ (Figure 25a), and flags posted on the access points and between
swim boundaries. In Question 4, participants were asked if they “saw or heard any warning signs today”.
Participants at Brackley Beach (60%) were more likely to see or hear a warning sign (those before the
walkway, temporary rip signage, or off the access point) than at Cavendish Beach (48%), with the new
beach safety signage at the access point being the most common recalled sign. This signage includes
information and imaging on rip currents, flag systems in place, and caution signs. Most common warning
signs noted by participants included: beach safety signs (46.4%), flags (11%), media warnings (i.e. radio
or news article) (5%), and social media posts (2%).

Figure 25: a) Rip current signage put out during a red flag, or ‘dangerous surf’; b) Posted surf conditions
on walkway to beach.
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At Brackley Beach, there was a statistically significant difference in the alongshore position of
beach users who heard or saw a warning compared to those who self-reported that they did not hear or
see a warning at the 95% confidence level (t=2.86; < =0.01). Those who saw or heard a warning sat
approximately 20.3 m to the west of those who did not see a warning. A Chi-squared test suggests that
locals were more likely than tourists to see a warning sign X2 (1, N = 304) = 5,  = 0.02. It was also
observed that there was a statistically significant difference in the alongshore position of tourists who
saw a warning sign compared to those who were local at the 95% confidence level (F=2.67;  =0.04). The
locals who saw or heard a warning sat approximately 18.7 m to the west of those who did not see a
warning.
At Cavendish Beach, there was a statistically significant difference in the alongshore position of
beach users who heard or saw a warning compared to those who self-reported that they did not hear or
see a warning at the 95% confidence level (t=2.2;  =0.01 (old); t=2.1;  =0.04 (new)). Those who saw or
heard a warning sat approximately 16.5 m to the west of those who did not see a warning. In contrast to
Brackley Beach, a Chi-squared test suggests that there was no significant association between tourists
and the ability to see a warning sign preference, X2 (2, N = 173) = 0.08,  = 0.77. A Chi-squared test was
performed to examine the relation between those who sat to the right of the access pint versus the left
and the ability to see a warning sign at both beaches. The relationship between these variables was
significant, X2 (1, N = 477) = 11.4,  = <0.01, suggesting that those to the left were more likely than those
to the right to have observed a warning sign.
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Figure 26: Location of participants based on whether say saw/heard any warnings at a) Brackley, b)
Cavendish (old) and c) Cavendish (New)

4.14 Flag Systems
In Question 6, participants were asked “What flag is being flown today, and what does this
mean?” At both Brackley Beach (t=0.06;  =0.95) and Cavendish Beach (t=-0.65;  =0.51(old); t=-1.37;
=0.17(new)) there was no statistically significant difference in the alongshore position of beach users
based on their ability to spot a flag (i.e. if they noticed the flag coming to the beach and could recall the
colour) at the 95% confidence level. However, more beach users at Brackley (37.5%) were able correctly
identify the surf flag compared to beach users at Cavendish (26.7%). As presented in Table 1, there were
approximately 5 days of moderate to dangerous swimming and 20 calm days. Approximately 32.4% of
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participants correctly identified the surf flag, where beach users were more likely to spot and recall the
surf flag during moderate (yellow) or dangerous (red) conditions. During days of moderate or dangerous
surf conditions, additional signage was placed on the beach to inform beach users of the rip current
hazard.
A Chi-squared test showed that there was no significant difference between tourists and locals
in their ability to spot the surf flag at Brackley Beach, (X2 (2, N = 304) = 1.1,  = 0.29) or at Cavendish
Beach (X2 (2, N = 173) = 0.2,  = 0.62). The number of respondents who reported being able to spot the
surf flag did not differ by whether they sat to the left or right of the access point at Brackley
Beach X2 (1, N = 304) = 0.04,  > .05 or Cavendish Beach X2 (1, N = 173) = 0.19,  > .05.

Figure 27: Location of participants based on whether say correctly identified the surf flag at a) Brackley,
b) Cavendish (old) and c) Cavendish (New)
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4.15 Crowd
With an increase in the number of beach users, there is an increase in the number of people in
the water and out of boundaries of the ‘safe swim zone’, causing more action on the beach for
lifeguards to monitor (Figure 30). At Brackley Beach, there is a statistically significant difference in the
alongshore position of beach users when there are more than 150 people on the beach (F=4.37;
=<0.01). Different size crowd levels were analyzed, where the smallest group with a statistically
significant differences was selected. The largest distance between beach users during these crowds that
were surveyed was 21 m. At Cavendish Beach, there is a statistically significant difference in the
alongshore position of beach users when there is more than 300 people on the beach (F=3.93;  =<0.01
(new); F=2.61;  =0.05 (old)). The largest distance between beach users during these crowds that were
surveyed was 25.2 m. Figure 28 is a panorama photograph at Cavendish beach during peak hours, where
the distance from where the crowd ends and the closest lifeguard tower is 100 meters.

Figure 28: Location of beach users in proximity of lifeguard posts (red stars) at Cavendish Beach.
Not only do large crowds affect lifeguards, but it shows to also lower the ability for beach users
to spot a warning sign (Figure 29). There is a significant relationship between those who saw or heard a
warning sign and a significantly crowded beach (150 at Brackley Beach and 300 at Cavendish Beach).
Beach users at Brackley Beach are more likely to notice a warning sign the less crowded a beach
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Figure 30: Number of people on the beach compared to the amount of beach users out of the ‘safe
swim zone’ boundary.
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is, X2 (1, N = 304) = 7.27, ρ < 0.01. Beach users at Cavendish Beach are more likely to notice a warning

sign the less crowded a beach is, X2 (1, N = 173) = 5.29, ρ = 0.02.
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5. Discussion
Drownings have a social and economic impact on communities with recreational beaches that
depend on tourism (Arozarena et al., 2015) such as Prince Edward Island. As more data becomes
available about the number of drownings and rescues, it is clear that rip currents are an emerging public
health issue globally (Houser et al., 2017; Menard et al., 2018; Vlodarchyk et al., 2019, Houser et al.,
2020). Brackley and Cavendish Beaches on the north shore of PEI are popular with both locals and
tourists and there has been a number of high-profile drownings and rescues at and adjacent to these
sites. Results from the present study suggest that there are several social and behavioral factors that can
increase the risk of beach users drowning or needing rescue. The findings build on a growing body of
studies to examine the social and behavioural dimensions of the rip hazard (Hatfield et al., 2012;
Caldwell et al., 2013; Brannstrom et al., 2013; Arozarena et al. ,2015; Houser et al., 2017; Menard et al.,
2018), but this is the first study to successfully examine the correspondence amongst the presence and
location of rips, beach user intentions and behaviour, and the lifeguard-defined hazard level. In this
respect, the study helps us understand differences between beach user action and intention, and how
their intentions may not accurately reflect their actions due to the influence of factors such as
confirmation bias, peer perception and perceived benefits.
Both beaches have lifeguards that patrol designated swimming zones, conduct interventions
and manage warning flags as conditions change. Following the establishment of the Rip Current Advisory
Committee in 2018, both beaches also have new signs warning beach users of the rip hazard (Figure 9).
Despite these new signs being placed at both beaches, results of the present study suggest a large
number of beach users were not able to correctly define or had not heard of a rip current. Tourists in
particular were less likely to see a warning sign compared to locals. Those who incorrectly defined a rip
current associated them with undertow or large waves, while those who correctly defined a rip current
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were able to describe it as a current that pulls swimmers into deeper water, requiring swimmers to
swim parallel to shore to escape. This is consistent with the findings from Caldwell et al. (2013) who
noted that a majority of beach users at Pensacola Beach, Florida associated rip current with areas of
heavy surf and identified the flat and calm looking water of the rip channels as the safest swimming
areas. The tendency to associate rip currents with breaking waves versus the calm water adjacent to the
breaking waves has also been noted by Menard et al (2018). This may reflect the difficulty of beach
users being able to translate the image on the warning signs to a real-world image (Brannstrom et al.,
2015b), particularly if they are not from the local area and do not have previous experience with rips
(Houser et al., 2017). The posting of warnings signs does not translate into action for those lacking
experience with rips or rough surf- they may fall victim to confirmation bias by making decisions based
on the behavior of others or their ‘safe’ experience at that site or a similar beach in the past (Menard et
al., 2018).
It is important to note that the waves and nearshore morphology of Brackley Beach and
Cavendish Beach do not necessarily make them more dangerous than other beaches across Prince
Edward Island or elsewhere in the Maritimes. They simply host a greater number of visitors from the
nearby city of Charlottetown and tourists to the island. A greater number of drownings and rescues
occur during the summer months of July and August and are at a minimum during the Fall and Spring.
Not only is this the result of a greater number of beach users, it is the result of the nearshore
morphology transitioning to a transverse bar and rip morphology as it recovers from the Winter (reset)
storms. Despite wave heights being smaller during the Summer, rip channels tend to develop around the
same time that the number of visitors reaches a maximum at both beaches. Rip channels were present
at both sites and within the designated swimming areas during this study, and the current developed
with the falling tide and/or an increase in wave height (Greenwood et al., 2011). The location of these
rip channels is fairly consistent from year to year, suggesting that there is potentially a geologic control
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on the nearshore morphology. The coincidental location of the access points for both beaches means
that people are entering the beach at a potentially dangerous position consistent with observations
from Florida (Barrett and Houser, 2012; Houser et al., 2015), Costa Rica (Llopis et al., 2018) and Australia
(Trimble and Houser, 2018). Moving the designated swimming area away from the rips may improve
beach safety as people tend to pick a location on the beach that is convenient and accessible.

a)

b)

Figure 31: View from main access point at a) Brackley Beach July 12; b) Cavendish Beach July 22, 2019.
When Cavendish opened their new access point, the population of beach users shifted their
seating to reflect the access point, but the lifeguard towers and designated swimming zone did not.
Some people did not sit towards the lifeguard towers, but most simply chose a location on the beach for
reasons other than safety (see Trimble and Houser, 2018), which meant that they sat closer to the rip
than the lifeguards (Figure 9). Since many of the visitors to Cavendish and Brackley were unable to
identify a rip current, this increased the risk of rescue and drowning at those beaches, although the
actual number of incidents will depend on the correspondence of the physical hazard, personal and
group behavior in time and space. This highlights the importance of access design in beach safety, and
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the potential for design nudges to be more important than warning signs and flags in influencing beach
users (Menard et al., 2018). Beachgoers have a sense of trust in the location of access points (Trimble,
2017), meaning that the risk can be managed by the location and design of access points.
As seen in Section 3.2, weather was inconsistent but did not appear to have a clear relationship
to the number of people. Specifically, the air temperature and significant wave heights did not exhibit a
clear relationship with the number of people, although there were days with large wave heights and
relatively few people on the beach. Thus, we are unable to determine spikes in beach users based on
temperature or on defined surf conditions by flags. Every morning the lifeguards decided on the surf
condition based on information from buoy data from Stanhope through a weather app. Lifeguards
changed the surf flag from the AM to PM only six times from June 28th to September 2nd, most of which
were to higher surf hazards (i.e. moderate conditions to dangerous conditions). Thus, beach users that
checked the surf conditions in the morning may have went to the beach after the surf condition had
changed. The choice of flag is dependent on the lifeguards that monitor the real-time surf conditions,
using regional surf forecasts and careful observations. While one beach under Parks Canada PEI can
have a yellow flag, another beach close by could have a red flag. An example of this is Cavendish Beach
flying a moderate (yellow) flag on July 18th, 2019 while a dangerous (red) flag was flown at Brackley
Beach the same day. If the beach users perceive a disconnect between the flag colours and the surf
conditions, they may not believe or have trust in the ability of the lifeguards to make an accurate
decision (Houser et al., 2019). However, a red flag may be flown at one beach based on the presence of
an active rip that may not be present at the other beach despite apparently similar wave conditions.
A rescue performed at Brackley Beach during this study highlights the problems associated with
flags and warning signs. On July 7, 2019 at 11:15AM two teenage girls were caught in feeder to a rip
current, just off the main access point while a yellow flag was being flown (Figure 32a). The family was
sitting directly beside the warning signs but entered the water as others on the beach were entering the
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water and conditions appeared to be safe. The two swimmers were caught in a feeder and sent west of
the access point and struggled to exit. Even though the waves went down in size from earlier in the day,
the tide was lower, and the rips became stronger. After this event, lifeguards changed the flag to red
and restricted swimming as seen by the change in flag colour and additional signage (see Figure 32b).
Not only were the swimmers not adhering to the warning signs and caution flag, they entered the water
with confidence because others were also in the water. This incident is consistent with the recent
findings of Houser et al. (2019) who found that more rescues occur when the lifeguards post a yellow
flag, but beach users perceive green flag conditions based on their own interpretation of the surf
conditions or the behavior of others.

a)

b)

Figure 32: Brackley Beach July 7, 2019 at a) 11:03 AM and b) 11:37 AM with arrows representing rip
current feeder
About 15 minutes after lifeguards set a red flag to indicate dangerous surf at Brackley Beach
after the two young girls had to be rescued, a man entered the water. The lifeguards blew their whistle
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and asked the man to exit the water, he immediately re-entered the water 10 minutes later into a
feeder to a rip and was again told to exit. It appears that the man perceived a lower surf hazard than the
lifeguards, trusting his own perception over the lifeguards and putting him at risk of drowning due to a
rip. This incident on July 7th, 2019 is another example of how confirmation bias can influence beach user
action. Beach users tend to look for external variables to reinforce their decision such as others in the
water when they wish to swim such as the behavior of others at the beach and the mere presence of an
access point that makes a beach appear ‘safe’ (Menard et al., 2018). With younger beach users, action is
further influenced by peer pressure and sensation-seeking (Trimble & Houser, 2018).
While flags and ropes are used at both beaches to identify ‘safe swim’ areas patrolled by
lifeguards, there was still a large number of beach users that enter the water outside of these areas
particularly as the beach got busy and the designed swim area became crowded. In some cases, it was
because beach users wanted to use personal flotation devices that are prohibited in the safe surf
boundary. Once people start swimming outside the designated area, it becomes a clue to others that it
is safe to swim in those areas irrespective of the warning flag posted at the access point. While
lifeguards are not responsible for swimmers out of the designated swimming area, they have a duty of
care to rescue those who need help whether or not they are inside the roped area. This forces the
lifeguards to watch a greater length of beach while attempting to prioritize those within the roped area.
A large number of beach users surveyed in this study were unable to recall the warning signs. At
Brackley Beach, 40% of respondents did not recall the warning sign, while at Cavendish Beach 52% of
respondents did not recall the sign. This is consistent with the findings of Brannstrom et al (2014) who
found that the majority of beach users in Texas could not recall seeing the warning signs posted on the
breakwall at the entrances to Galveston Beach. Their inability to recall the sign in the current study was
found to be associated with where they sat on the beach. At both beaches respondents who did not
recall/see the warning signs and flags sat to the east of the access point. Specifically, beach users at
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Brackley who saw or heard a warning sat approximately 20.3 m to the west of the access point, while
those at Cavendish Beach (old and new) who saw or heard a warning sign saw approximately 16.5 m to
the west of the access point. At Brackley Beach, this may be a result of the boardwalk design relative to
the location of the warning flag and signs. As shown in Figure 33, the flag and signs at Brackley Beach are
located to the left of the access point at the base of the staircase, which means that someone who turns
right and goes down the ramp may not see the flag and/or may not bother to walk over to the sign. The
ramp was commonly taken by families with young children, the elderly and those dragging coolers and
carts onto the beach. Those who entered using the ramp versus the stairs could affect which way the
beach user would turn after entering the beach, as the ramp and stairs face opposite directions and give
the beach user different viewpoints depending on how they enter the beach.

Figure 33: Brackley Beach July 3, 2019 at 9:54 AM.
A right-left difference was also observed at both beaches based on where they were from
(local/tourist) and their ability to accurately describe a rip current. Specifically, tourists tended to sit to
the right of the access point and those who incorrectly defined a rip tended to sit to the right of the
access point. While this difference may be partly driven by the design of the access point, it may also be
dependent on right-left dominance or handedness (Palmer, 2004; Harms et al., 2015). Approximately
90% of humans display a right-handed dominance for writing and motor tasks (Dragovic, 2004; Harms et
al., 2015), but less obvious examples including turning right when entering a room (Scharine and
McBeath, 2002) and sitting to the right when sitting in a theatre (Karvev, 2000; Harms et al., 2015).
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Karev (2000) noted the public sitting on the right side of the theatre had a strong bias for right-handed
participants, though the bias was attenuated in left and mix-handed participants. Karev (2000) argued
that people chose a position that maximized their processing efficiency in information content. The
seats to the right were preferred due to the screen positioned to the left side of the visual field, allowing
for an efficient processing of the film’s visuospatial and emotional content in the right hemisphere of
the brain (Bryden, 1982; Corballis et al., 2000; Harms et al., 2015). While the handedness of the beach
users was not measured, lack of knowledge and experience may lead to more beach users at both sites
during to the right when they got to the end of the boardwalk. This would be further influenced or
enhanced by the presence of structures (lifeguard hut, gazebo, signage, and recycle bins) that limited
view down the beach left (or west) of the access point. The role of the access design, visual obstructions
and the lifeguard towers may explain why a difference was observed right/left behavior between the old
and new Cavendish boardwalks.
Evidence from this study shows that the more crowded a beach gets, the less likely beach users
are to identify any warning signs. The observed relation between crowd size and recalling warning signs
can lead to a serious risk of drowning or rescue even when rip development is forecasted to be low,
particularly on beaches with semi-permanent rips (Barrett & Houser, 2012; Menard et al., 2018).
A majority of beach users who saw or heard a warning sign made specific reference to the new
signs designed by the PEI Rip Current Advisory Committee. Others noted information provided in P.E.I
Tourism pamphlets or through radio announcements. The rip current depicted on the sign is a variation
on the NOAA rip current sign created as part of the Break the Grip of the RipTM in the United States. This
redesign follows the recommendations made by Houser et al. (2017) and includes a change in the
morphology of the beach, clear warning labels and colours, as well as changes to the colour and texture
of the water. It also presents the rip from the perspective of the beach user versus that of a “view from
nowhere” described by Brannstrom et al. (2014). Although the sign is an improvement over the original
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NOAA design, many beach users claimed that the imaging was confusing or difficult to translate into a
feature that they could observe while on shore. Respondents typically commented on the design of the
warning signs when answering whether or not they could recall seeing a warning sign, often stating they
saw one but did not understand all the information. Common reports from respondents that did not
understand the warning signs were:
“too crowded and had an overabundance of wording on them” Respondent #378
“too long and busy and best used for the image.” Respondent #212
“didn’t tell you how to spot a rip current. How do you see one standing from shore?” Respondent #46
“hard for kids to understand and want to read” Respondent #280
Respondents may have been discouraged from reading the sign due to the overabundance of words and
lack of real-world images specific to the north shore of PEI.
Several studies have shown that tourists are much less likely to identify a rip channel than a
local (Williamson et al., 2012; Brannstrom et al., 2014; Arozarena et al., 2015; Fallon et al., 2018;
Menard et al., 2018). As shown by Williamson et al. (2012) the odds of tourists making safe swimming
choices are three times lower compared to locals. In the present study, it was observed that tourists
were 1.5 times less likely to define a rip current than a local. Tourists are shown to have less knowledge
about coastal hazards (Hatfield et al. 2012), limited to no experience at a particular beach (Drabek,
1999) and are less likely to have experienced a rip current before (Houser et al., 2017). Results from
surveys of study abroad students suggest that they go to beaches without preparation or concern for
safety based on the advice of locals and tour guides (Brander et al., 2011; Houser et al., 2016).
Combined, this puts them more at risk of drowning due to their lack of knowledge in beach safety
hazards. This represents the most vulnerable population on Prince Edward Island beaches and
represents a significant threat to the regional economy.
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While the most vulnerable population on Prince Edward Island beaches have been determined
based on the data collected through this study, we can not reject the vulnerable population data that
was excluded from this study: children, Indigenous populations, and those within Canada’s territories.
Based on ethic reasoning, this study excluded those under the age of 18 from being recorded. However,
drowning is a leading cause of unintentional injury death among children 1 to 4 years of age in Canada
(Canadian Drowning Prevention Coalition, 2017). Most rip current research excludes those under the
age of 18, while drowning reports tend to only include the incident reports of a drowning or rescue, not
the child or parents behaviour.
It is also acknowledged that those in the Canadian territories have a significantly higher rate of
drowning per 100,000 people compared to the rest of the Canadian provinces (Lifesaving Society
Report, 2019). While the location of drowning incidents vary across Canada, northern Canada had higher
portions of drowning fatalities in natural bodies of water compared to the provinces in the Lifesaving
Society Report 2019: Northwest Territories (100%), Nunavut (100%), and Yukon (94%). Additionally,
based on the Canadian Drowning Prevention Plan 2017 drowning within the Indigenous population has
been reported to be 6 times higher than the Canadian average, and as much as 15 times higher in
children. To fully understand the vulnerability of people in Canada based on their demographics and
background, future studies must be done on children, Indigenous populations, and within the Canadian
territories.
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6. Recommendations
A number of recommendations for improving beach safety can be identified from the results of
this research.

6.1 Annual Reporting
During the yearly lifeguard reporting, it is recommended that ‘water rescues’ be sectioned into (1)
rescues and (2) assists. Determining the difference between these could represent the drowning hazards
versus an assist by a lifeguard. A rescue would be defined as a rescue of a patient who was afloat on the
surface of a body of water or submerged and required CPR. An assist would be defined as assisting a
patient who is afloat on the surface of a body of water and brought back to shore without the need of
CPR. This would allow Parks Canada to determine the severity of water rescues and implement more
targeted lifesaving strategies.

6.2 Warning Signage and Floatation Devices
Based on the tendency for tourists to use the ramp at Brackley Beach and turning to the right, it is
recommended that the existing signage be moved to the right side of the beach with the rip current
signage facing south-west. This would incline more beach users to view the signage and increase their
rip current knowledge before entering the water. Locals were 1.5 times more likely to know what a rip
current was compared to a tourist, making tourists the more at-risk beach users that would be targeted
for the change in signage. It is also recommended that the signage be expanded to more beaches to
include those unsupervised and include a life ring at these areas. Most drownings recorded on the
island’s North Shore have been on unsupervised beaches, with the victim either alone or with one other
person. Incorporating life rings at these locations gives the potential to assist a victim in the event of
getting stuck in a rip.
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With the issue of translating the images of rips into real-world processes, it is recommended that
the imaging be changed to an image of a ‘real-world’ rip current from the view of shore because many
beach users see the water from a standing or sitting height. To improve the signage further, the warning
sign should show the type of rip current associated with that beach, such as the cuspate shoreline
associated with a transverse bar and rip morphology (Wright & Short, 1984).
Rip current safety information was input into the ‘PEI Visitor’s Guide’ that is available for free in
most public places across the island as well as online. The pamphlet is geared towards tourists and
offers beach safety information on page 54 of the 2020 Visitors Guide offering text and visual rip current
information. It is recommended that the pamphlet be updated to include a ‘real-world’ image of a rip
current to allow beach goers to better visualize a rip, as results from this study show that some beach
users are unable to translate the cartoon imaging. It is also recommended to include the ‘stay afloat’
strategy, as the signs currently only explains to swim parallel to shore to escape. However, the ‘stay
afloat’ strategy gives weak swimmers an additional escape strategy if they become too fatigued to swim.
These pamphlets should be available to all tour guides, beach shops, and all public places.

6.3 Flag Systems
With a majority of beach users unable to identify or locate the surf flag, it is suggested that the flag
be moved to or close to the lifeguard towers. Only 33.8% of beach users were able to locate the surf
flag, with a significant number of participants claiming the ‘surf boundary flags’ as the surf condition. By
moving the flags to the lifeguard towers instead of on the access point, it gives beach users more
opportunities to view the surf flag as beach users are more likely to be looking towards the shore than
back towards the dunes/access point. Lifeguards had reported to have previously tried this method, but
had issues with the flag “blowing into [their] faces, obstructing [their] view”. An alternative to putting
these flags on top of the lifeguard towers is to put them in the sand next to the towers. This allows for
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beach users to view the flag closer to shore without obstructing the lifeguards view, and could be put in
place in the sand by digging a hole similarly to the surf boundary flags or with a mount.

6.4 Beach Management
Since a significant portion of the beach users surveyed were unable to identify a rip current,
those who assume access points are safe are going to be using confirmation bias with their decision to
enter the water based on access points, the presence of lifeguards, surf flags, and other people in the
water. Beaches prone to rip currents could benefit from infrastructure and access improvements by
curating the social norm to overcome “group think”. An example would be to redirect beach users to a
safer area on the beach and mark off safe areas through flag systems and roped areas. In future
decisions, developers should consider beach and nearshore geomorphology in their beach access
management designs. This will decrease the potential for drowning as access points in rip prone sections
of the beach force unaware beach users towards the rip channels.

6.5 Lifeguard Improvements
Lifeguards work most effectively in teams, ideally managed through central administration
capable of providing necessary relief, backup and resources. People in danger in the water rarely call or
wave for help, where they are panicked and often occupied trying to keep afloat. It can be extremely
challenging to maintain concentration when watching swimmers for an extended period of time, where
regular breaks are encouraged (Bartram, 2004). Lifeguard towers may be positioned in the areas close to
access points, but beach users tend to spread along the beach outside of the ‘safe swimming’
boundaries. The lifeguard towers should be placed in front of rip current hot-spots and moved as
necessary.
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6.6 Rip Locations
While rips are caused by the action of waves, they are also affected by the tide. Essentially, the
tide controls the depth of water over the sandbars, allowing waves to shoal or not to shoal and break.
The sandbars on PEI’s north shore are frequently found around the shoreline at low tide. During low tide
the waves break over these bars and cause rip currents, but as high tide rises the water depth increases
and makes these rips inactive. Since this is repeated over the twice-daily tidal cycle and is regulated by
the fortnightly cycle of spring tides and neap tides, it gives rips on PEI’s north shore a semi-regular
pattern.
It is recommended that lifeguards and beach authority figures (i.e. Parks Canada Officials) are
educated on the cycle of rips in their areas, noting that lifeguards should be on more alert during times
of low tide. By educating beach authorities they can effectively monitor rips on supervised beaches
more effectively, with the possibility of adding more lifeguards to areas with high levels of crowds
during low tide.

6.7 Future Studies

As noted in the discussion, future studies must be done on rip currents to include the vulnerable
populations of children and Indigenous people. In addition to this, it is also recommended that future
studies be done on different sites across Canada to determine any differences in beach perception due
to different rip current types, beach morphology, beach environments, and location within Canada. It is
recommended that these studies include data collection on whether or not a beach user is familiar with
a beach, i.e. “Are you familiar with the hazards at this beach?” asked within the beach user survey. It is
hypothesized that those who are familiar with the beach may not necessarily be from that region, but
may have more knowledge on the hazards present at the beach based on experience.
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7. Conclusions
Rip currents are a public health issue that has the potential to cause socio-economic impacts in
tourist environments such as Prince Edward Island. The hazard depends in part on the ability of a beach
users to identify a rip current. Results of this study show that tourists are at a higher risk of drowning
due to rip currents due to the lack of rip knowledge, and their inability to spot surf flags and beach
hazard signage. Only 38.9% of tourists could correctly identify a rip current either verbally or in person,
with many incorrect definitions claiming the rips to be an undertow or a type of wave. It is argued that
most beach users do not necessarily pay attention to beach warnings, and are influenced by factors such
as confirmation bias, peer perception, and perceived benefits when at the beach. Thus, the intention of
a beach user may not accurately reflect their actions. To reduce the number of drownings directly
related to rip currents, steps must be put in place either through education or different intervention
methods to create more effective distribution of lifeguard resources in space and time or implement a
redesign of beach access points. Based on results from this study, suggestions are made to change the
flag location and beach hazard signage to where the more vulnerable beach users sit (tourists) to the
right of the access point, as well as improving the annual reporting from lifeguards and their monitoring
of rips during low tide.
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APPENDIX A
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*Please note this is the Qualtrics version of the survey. All information was recorded on Agyle
Intelligence software except the French version of the survey.
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